Below are the 2nd grade accommodations for students with IEP’s that will go along with the second grade plans. Our request for reading is to have our students complete 4 steps each day. To accommodate our lower level readers, we are providing these two resources to have books read aloud to them.

Daily stories, videos, and activities: https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/.../learnathome.html
A variety of read-alouds done by different celebrities: https://www.storylineonline.net/

To accommodate writing enrichment, we are asking that our students write one to two sentences about their topic or create a story board/comic strip to describe their idea. This applies to creative writing as well as research writing.

In Mrs. Ey’s pull out math class, they are currently working off of the first grade standards. The students can follow the same outline that first grade has provided. This will provide enrichment while building upon skills we have already covered in class.

They are working on counting up and back by 1’s, and counting up (and eventually back) by 2’s 5’s and 10’s and addition and subtraction and fact families. If you have dice or dominoes at home, you can use them to have the students add and subtract.

Game idea – Take turns rolling two dice or choosing a domino. Each player adds up the number of dots. The player who has the higher number of dots will be the winner for that round. You can roll more than 2 dice or choose more than 1 domino to have higher numbers. If you do not have dice or dominoes, you can write dots on slips of paper and use those.

Jack Hartman has some good you tube videos that get the kids up and moving while they are counting.